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Presenter Profile – Simon Smith

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commence on Slide 2Morning SessionGood morning to those of you in Europe & Africa, good afternoon and evening to those of you joining us from Asia, and a very warm welcome to you all. Evening SessionGood morning to those of you on the West Coast, good afternoon to those of you joining us from the East Coast , good evening to anyone joining us from Europe or stations further East. Thank you for joining this, the fourth of our regular series of short courses on pumping topics. This one will last about 35-40 minutes allowing us the time for a Q&A session after the presentation Those of you who attended any of the earlier sessions will know that We are deliberately steering away from product presentations and towards educational content, addressing a pumping topic in each one. We believe this is very important in the new world order of many engineers working from home making in-workplace training that much more difficult.Having said that, please forgive me four or five brief slides to remind you who we are and what we do.



RUHRPUMPEN AT A GLANCE

VERTICAL 
INTEGRATION

+70 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE

SALES 
OFFICES IN 

+35 COUNTRIES

+2,000
EMPLOYEES

MANUFACTURING

FACILITIES
IN 10 COUNTRIES

15 SERVICE 
CENTERS

+70,000 PUMPING SOLUTIONS INSTALLED WORLDWIDE



A GLOBAL COMPANY

MANUFACTURING  FACILITIES

 USA [Tulsa] 

 Germany [Witten]

 Mexico [Monterrey]

 Brazil [Rio de Janeiro]

 Argentina [Buenos Aires]

 Egypt [Suez]

 India [Chennai]

 China [Changzhou]

 Russia [Moscow]

 United Kingdom [Lancing]

Manufacturing facility 
& Service center

Service center



MARKETS WE SERVE
Our commitment to create innovations 
that offer reliable solutions to our 
customers allow us to provide a 
complete range of pump systems to 
support core markets as:



OUR PUMP LINES
Ruhrpumpen offers a broad range of highly engineered 
and standard pumping products that meet and exceed 
the requirements of the most demanding quality 
specifications and industry standards. 

Our pumps can handle head requirements as high as 13,000 ft
(4,000 m) and capacities up to 300,000 gpm (68,000 m3/hr). 
Moreover, our pump designs cover temperatures from cryogenic 
temperatures of -310 °F (-196 °C) up to 752 °F (400 °C).

Products include:
 Single Stage Overhung Pumps

 Between Bearings Pumps

 Horizontal Multi-Stage Pumps

 Vertical Multi-Stage Pumps

 Vertical Mixed Flow & Axial Flow Pumps

 Positive Displacement Pumps

 Full Range of Industrial Pumps

 Submersible Pumps

 Magnetic Drive Pumps

 Decoking Systems

 Packaged Systems

 Fire Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overhung – Foot mounted or Centreline, ANSI, ISO, General Purpose or API610Between Bearings – Axially Split, Radially Split, API compliantMulti-stage – Axially Split Case & Radially Split Double Case (Barrel)Vertical - Single stage, Multi-stage, API & General Purpose, Double Case or Single CaseSubmersible pumpsPositive DisplacementMag DrivePackaged SystemsFire SystemsI have added a few slides right at the end of the presentation as an appendix, showing the full range of our products. Scroll. But I don’t plan to spend any time on them in this Presentation, you can take a look at your leisure when you get a copy of this SessionThat is the end of the commercial, now back to the subject matter!
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Session 4 –
“Selecting the Right Pump for the Application”

Covering such topics as when to transition from an OH2 to a BB2; when to 
consider VS6 pumps; Barrel vs Horizontal Split Case multi-stage pumps.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aimed at Process and Mechanical Engineers and Consultant Engineers specifying pumping equipment as well as Applications & Sales Engineers selecting and quoting them. Develop an understanding as to which type of pump is appropriate for different applications.Will cover such topics as when to transition from an OH2 to a BB2, when to consider VS6 pumps, Barrel vs Horizontal Split Case multi-stage pumps.We will be covering the main range of pumps used in the Oil and Gas industriesI am not going to try to cover Chemicals, Water, General Industrial or Fire. There is a limit to the useful information I can impart in a 40 minute session. There are awful lot of detail slides here – primarily Range Curves.I don’t expect you to take them all in.I would suggest you print the curves off, laminate them and put them in your top drawer for easy access.Ideally we would have a Q&A session at the end, but unfortunately the Zoom type format does not make this easy with so many attendees. At the last count there were over 100 registrations for this session alone and we had 200 attendees for each of last week’s sessions. I would encourage you to use the “Q&A” section at the bottom of your screen to ask any questions or make any comments. We will address all of them in the coming days. We are recording this session and will make it available to all attendees as a You-Tube link as well as emailing you a PDF version of the slideshow.



Process Engineer or Mechanical / Rotating Equipment Engineer
You have preliminary process data for a pump
For example:

200m3/hr, 200m TDH, 5m NPSHA, SG 0.7, Temp 1500C, 50 Hz
What sort of pump will this be?
You guess OH2
Are you right?

I am going to give you the tools to be able to check this out & save you 
getting yourself into trouble.

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Scenario A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK so let’s look at a couple of different scenariosScenario A  ClickSo you are a Process Engineer or a Mechanical / Rotating Equipment Engineer CLICK and you have the preliminary process data for a pump dutyFor example:200m3/hr, 200m TDH, 5m NPSHA, SG 0.7, Temp 1500C, 50Hz supply CLICKWhat sort of pump will this be? CLICKAt this early FEED stage you probably don’t want to waste a pump vendor’s time by asking – so you go with your gut and say OH2CLICKAre you right? CLICKWell I am going to give you the tools to be able to check this out and save you possibly getting into trouble.



Sales or Applications Engineer
Your customer (from Scenario A) has phoned you up with the same 
preliminary data

200m3/hr, 200m TDH, 5m NPSHA, SG 0.7, Temp 1500C
“What sort of pump do I need, just a quick check, don’t spend long on it?”
What do you do?
Do you immediately plug the duty into your pump selection program and tell 
your customer the first selection it comes up with?

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Scenario B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario B. Same situation, different viewpoint. CLICKYou are the Salesman or Applications Engineer and your customer, the aforesaid process Engineer in Scenario A, has asked you CLICK “What sort of pump do I need for this duty?.....just a quick check, don’t spend long on it”CLICK So what do you do?You probably plug it into your pump selection program and see what it spits out.I did that.
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Presentation Notes
The program defaults to listing possible selections by efficiency.The first 3 compliant selections are BB3 axially split case multistage pumps.
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Presentation Notes
Next we have a couple of BB2’s well back on their curvesThen we get a BB2 2 stage pumpAnd then finally (after 2 near misses and 2 full rejects) in 7th and 8th positions we get an OH2What did you do?Did you tell him “It’s a 3 stage BB3, nice selection, bang on BEP & 76% efficient”?I hope not because it is blatantly NOT a BB3 duty 



Pump selection programs are STUPID
They are a great tool but a poor master
ALWAYS KNOW THE PUMP YOU EXPECT TO 
SEE BEFORE YOU USE THE PUMP 
SELECTION PROGRAM

I am going to give you the tools to be able to check this out & save you 
getting yourself into trouble.

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Lessons Learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we learn from this is CLICKPump selection programs are STUPID CLICKThey are a great tool but a poor master CLICKALWAYS KNOW THE PUMP YOU EXPECT TO SEE BEFORE YOU USE THE PUMP SELECTION PROGRAMWell I am going to give you the tools to be able to check this out and save you possibly getting into trouble
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what you doStart with the least expensive option – OH2200m3/hr @ 200m FEELS like an OH2 doesn’t it?Good place to start on any search So here we have the OH2 single stage. Single suction impeller – the refinery workhorse.Not great on NPSH.Not great on high suction pressure duties. Here are 4 range curvesPrint them off, laminate them and put them in your top drawer for ready access.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
200m3/hr @ 200m comfortably in the rangeYou cannot read the pump size in this chart but that is not the point of this exerciseBroad brushstrokes is the name of the game. The Big Picture.Looks like there is an OH2 that can do it Now never mind that it is a Ruhrpumpen Range Chart. This is a fiercely competitive market and you will find that most manufacturers have very similar ranges.So if RP can do it, so can many of the othersDon’t take my word for it (Go to 18)
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Flowserve

https://www.flowserve.com/files/Files/Literature/ProductLiterature/Pumps/pss-10-5.3-ea4.pdf

Ruhrpumpen vs Flowserve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the Flowserve published range chart superimposed on the RP oneLooks like they have a pump out here that RP doesn’t have but by and large…..
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Ruhrpumpen vs Sulzer

 Optional triple row thrust bearing and roller radial bearing 
 Optional high pressure casing 

Sulzer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same again – Sulzer
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Ruhrpumpen vs Goulds

Goulds

http://www.gouldspumps.com/ittgp/medialibrary/goulds/website/Products/3700/3700_reader_spreads.pdf?ext=.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same again GouldsI have similar slides for Gabbionetta, Apollo, Ensival, Finder… These last 3 slides won’t be in the final released presentation by the way.



 You have established that the pump flow and head falls within the general 
range for most vendors of OH2 Pumps

 But do you have enough NPSH available?

 Use this simple NPSH/Nss Calculator to check.

 (A copy of this calculator will be sent to all participants when we send out the 
copy of this Session’s slides.)

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Do you have enough NPSHA?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So having established that the flow and head falls on an OH2 and having remembered that OH2 pumps aren’t great on NPSH….Do we have enough NPSHA? I have made a simple NPSH / Nss calculator for you to check thisAll participants will all get a working copy of this calculator when we send out this Session’s slides.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What this calculator does is to calculate the Nss of the theoretical pump that meets your NPSHA with the normally accepted 1 m margin. So in this example we have a requirement for 200m3/hr at 200m head at 50Hz speed and with 5m NPSHA We see that a pump to do this duty requiring 4m NPSHR or NPSH3 would have a Nss of 12759 in US units The industry has (for various reasons, mostly erroneous) set a maximum value of Nss of 11,000 US units (12,760 metric units)I don’t intend to go into this subject today but I will do so in Session 5 on NPSH and Nss.Nearly all pump vendors have given up trying to fight this limitation and have designed most of their hydraulics to be within this 11,000 limit So in this calculator if the Nss shows up as above 11,000 you get this warning to reduce speed or increase NPSHAOr you can select a double suction pump which IS compliantBut of course it is considerably more expensive 



So your options are:-
 Is there a 4 Pole OH2 selection available?

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Do you have enough NPSHA?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is there a 4 pole OH2 selection available? Clearly No



So your options are:-
 Is there a 4 Pole OH2 selection available
Can you find a bit more NPSHA?

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Do you have enough NPSHA?
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Nss Calculator
NPSH / Nss Calculator

NSS = N(RPM) Q(BEP Full Dia) 
0.5 / NPSH    

 

Is there a commercially available pump to meet your NPSH requirement? NSS(Metric) = NSS(US) x 1.16 (m3/hr, m, rpm   
Enter rated flow, available NPSH, and pump speed below (in the units of your choice).
The calculator will calculate the Suction Specific Speed (Nss) of the theoretical pump that will meet your requirments with a 1m (3ft) NPSH margin.
If you see a Nss value at or below 11,000 (US units) or 12,760 (metric units) then there is probably a pump that will meet your needs
If not, try a lower speed (e.g 1450rpm instead of 2950rpm)
If the Nss is still too high, increase the NPSHA until you DO find a theoretical pump

Flow m3/hr 200 Flow (USGPM) 1100
NPSHA (M) 6 NPSHA (FT) 25
RPM 2960 RPM 3550

Single Suction Pump Single Suction Pump
m3/hr,m,rpm units 12519 USGPM,Ft,RPM units 11591
USGPM,Ft,RPM units 10792 m3/hr,m,rpm units 13445

Double Suction Pump Double Suction Pump
m3/hr,m,rpm units 8852 USGPM,Ft,RPM units 8196
USGPM,Ft,RPM units 7631 m3/hr,m,rpm units 9507

ENTER DATA              ↓ ENTER DATA               ↓

SUCCESS! There is probably a suitable double suction 
pump for your NPSH condition

SUCCESS! There is probably a suitable double suction 
pump for your NPSH condition

SUCCESS! There is probably a suitable single suction 
pump for your NPSH condition

Try a slower speed or increase the NPSH available

Theoretical Nss of a pump to do this duty with a 1m (or 3ft) NPSH margin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6m gives you 10,792 which is <11,000So if you can find an additional 1m of NPSHA you should find an OH2 pump for the duty from several suppliers


Sheet1

				NPSH / Nss Calculator

																		NSS = N(RPM) Q(BEP Full Dia) 0.5 / NPSH(BEP Full Dia) 0.75 

				Is there a commercially available pump to meet your NPSH requirement?														NSS(Metric) = NSS(US) x 1.16 (m3/hr, m, rpm)  

				Enter rated flow, available NPSH, and pump speed below (in the units of your choice).

				The calculator will calculate the Suction Specific Speed (Nss) of the theoretical pump that will meet your requirments with a 1m (3ft) NPSH margin.

				If you see a Nss value at or below 11,000 (US units) or 12,760 (metric units) then there is probably a pump that will meet your needs

				If not, try a lower speed (e.g 1450rpm instead of 2950rpm)

				If the Nss is still too high, increase the NPSHA until you DO find a theoretical pump





				ENTER DATA              ↓										ENTER DATA               ↓

				Flow m3/hr		200								Flow (USGPM)		1100

				NPSHA (M)		5								NPSHA (FT)		25

				RPM		2960								RPM		3550



				Theoretical Nss of a pump to do this duty with a 1m (or 3ft) NPSH margin

				Single Suction Pump										Single Suction Pump

				m3/hr,m,rpm units				14800						USGPM,Ft,RPM units				11591

				USGPM,Ft,RPM units				12759						m3/hr,m,rpm units				13445



				Try a slower speed or increase the NPSH available										Try a slower speed or increase the NPSH available







				Double Suction Pump										Double Suction Pump

				m3/hr,m,rpm units				10465						USGPM,Ft,RPM units				8196

				USGPM,Ft,RPM units				9022						m3/hr,m,rpm units				9507



				SUCCESS! There is probably a suitable double suction pump for your NPSH condition										SUCCESS! There is probably a suitable double suction pump for your NPSH condition








Sheet1

				NPSH / Nss Calculator

																		NSS = N(RPM) Q(BEP Full Dia) 0.5 / NPSH(BEP Full Dia) 0.75 

				Is there a commercially available pump to meet your NPSH requirement?														NSS(Metric) = NSS(US) x 1.16 (m3/hr, m, rpm)  

				Enter rated flow, available NPSH, and pump speed below (in the units of your choice).

				The calculator will calculate the Suction Specific Speed (Nss) of the theoretical pump that will meet your requirments with a 1m (3ft) NPSH margin.

				If you see a Nss value at or below 11,000 (US units) or 12,760 (metric units) then there is probably a pump that will meet your needs

				If not, try a lower speed (e.g 1450rpm instead of 2950rpm)

				If the Nss is still too high, increase the NPSHA until you DO find a theoretical pump





				ENTER DATA              ↓										ENTER DATA               ↓

				Flow m3/hr		200								Flow (USGPM)		1100

				NPSHA (M)		6								NPSHA (FT)		25

				RPM		2960								RPM		3550



				Theoretical Nss of a pump to do this duty with a 1m (or 3ft) NPSH margin

				Single Suction Pump										Single Suction Pump

				m3/hr,m,rpm units				12519						USGPM,Ft,RPM units				11591

				USGPM,Ft,RPM units				10792						m3/hr,m,rpm units				13445



				SUCCESS! There is probably a suitable single suction pump for your NPSH condition										Try a slower speed or increase the NPSH available







				Double Suction Pump										Double Suction Pump

				m3/hr,m,rpm units				8852						USGPM,Ft,RPM units				8196

				USGPM,Ft,RPM units				7631						m3/hr,m,rpm units				9507



				SUCCESS! There is probably a suitable double suction pump for your NPSH condition										SUCCESS! There is probably a suitable double suction pump for your NPSH condition









So your options are:-
 Is there a 4 Pole OH2 selection available
Can you find a bit more NPSHA?
 Is there a BB2 pump available?

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Do you have enough NPSHA?
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Type BB2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will leave this example duty behind now. It has served its purpose.The logical way to progress is to look at OH2 first, and then BB2Here are the BB2 range chartsAgain and as with all the curves I show you today most vendors will have very similar ranges.We may have an outlying pump at the extremes that others do not have but within the bulk of the chart we will have similar range coverage.



Pump Type BB2

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Full API Compliant

Heavy duty, dual volute, centerlined supported, radial split casing
designed to reduce the effects of piping loads, thereby maximizing
the life of bearings, seals and wear rings. The single cover casing
minimizes alignment problems.

Wide dimensioned shaft sealing chamber fitting for all 
commercially available designs (single, dual unpressurized and 
pressurized mechanical seal).

Dynamically balanced, double suction impeller minimizes thrust
problems, reduces NPSH requirements and provides smooth
operation for longer mechanical seal and bearing life.

Between bearing, stiff shaft design reduces shaft deflection for
longer bearing and mechanical seal life

Positive positioned oil rings assure complete oil penetration into
the bearing without foaming and thereby extend bearing life. 
Provisions for oil mist lubrication are standard design.

Labyrinth flingers at each end of the bearing housing provide built-
in protection of the lubrication against contamination

Standard finned cooling inserts reduce bearing temperatures on
hot services and lengthen bearing life. The insert is made of
corrosion-resistant materials to handle the most difficult cooling
liquids.

Optional bearing designs and lubrication systems can be custom-
fit to application. Pressure lubrication systems to API 610 or 617 
are available.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Type BB2. Double Suction so lower NPSHRWhy?Because you have twice the eye area compared with a single suction impeller. The flow is going into both sides of the impeller. Twice the area, half the pressure drop on inlet to the impeller.Which is what NPSHR is.
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BB2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s have a look at a BB2 selection200m3/hr at 200mPossible but not a good selection, about 60% of BEP flowA non starter



So your options are:-
 Is there a 4 Pole OH2 selection available 
Can you find a bit more NPSHA? 
 Is there a BB2 pump available?
 Is an inducer acceptable?
 Is a higher Nss impeller acceptable?
Select a VS6 Pump (vertical barrel pump, low NPSHR)
DON’T Select a 3 stage BB3 and lose the project!

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Do you have enough NPSHA?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your only remaining options areIs an inducer acceptable?Is a higher Nss impeller acceptable?Select a VS6 pumpSelect a 3 stage BB3 and lose the project!
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BB2
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BB2
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BB2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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BB2- 2 Stage Pumps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still in the BB2 type, this time 2 stage pumps



Available in Single 
Suction and Double 
Suction 1st Stage  
construction.

www.ruhrpumpen.com

BB2- 2 Stage Pumps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Trace the flow path)
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BB2 - 2 Stage

D= Double 
Suction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Range charts 50 Hz 2 Pole To 800m3/hr @ 600m 50 Hz
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BB2 - 2 Stage

D= Double 
Suction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
& 60 Hz 2 PoleTo 4000usgpm & 3000ft 60 HzNotice double suction on some of the larger sizes to reduce NPSHR



 You’ve looked OH2 pumps and at BB2 
pumps and you still have an NPSH 
problem

 Not just an NPSH saver but a space saver 
too. Around 20% of the floorspace of the 
equivalent BB2

 And a cost saver too. Less expensive than 
the equivalent BB2

 One seal, one sealing system

 Once you can persuade your civil 
engineers to dig a hole you are saving all 
the way.

www.ruhrpumpen.com

VS6 Pumps – Zero NPSHR
The Spacesaver and Costsaver

3m

0 m NPSHA

3 m NPSHA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditionally used when you have very low (even zero) NPSHA at grade.Works on the basis that if you have 0m NPSHA at Grade, then 3m down you have 3m NPSHASo we make the pump long enough, by putting in spool pieces as necessary  to position the first impeller low enough to give you sufficient NPSH margin.ClickBut it is not just an NPSH saver, it is a space saver too. 20% of the floor area of the equivalent BB2ClickAnd a cost saver too.One seal, one sealing system and less expensive than the equivalent BB2ClickBut civil engineers don’t like digging holes. There can be good reasons such as water tables and ground water quality. But if you can persuade them to do so you are saving all the way. Big users for these pumps:Light hydrocarbons (C2, C3, C4)Condensate water in power stationsAmmoniaLiquid Oxygen, Liquid Nitrogen
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VS6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the range chart for the semi-engineered or “modularized” range (pricelist pump)1000 m3/hr & 850m head 50 Hz5000 usgpm & 4000ft head 60 Hz
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VS6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the engineered pump rangeSome big mixed flow pumps 



Axially Split Pumps BB1 &BB3

Pipeline Pumps

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now API 610 puts a limit on the use of axially split case pumps200 deg CSG < 0.7Discharge P < 100 BarThey are largely concerned about leakage through and past the flat gasket that seals the upper case to the lower case.These limits are very very conservativeAPI does accept that some manufacturers have excellent installation lists of pumps exceeding these limitations. More on this in a minute. If you are interested and you want to know more on this subject, have a look at this reference by pump guru Simon Bradshaw.



 6.3.9 Unless otherwise specified, pumps with radially split casings are required in services for any of the 
following conditions:

 a) pumping temperature of 200 C (400 F) or higher (a lower temperature limit should be considered if thermal 
shock is probable);

 b) liquids with a relative density of less then 0,7 at the specified pumping temperature;

 c) liquids at a rated discharge gauge pressure above 10 MPa (100 bar; 1450 psi).

 Axial split casings have been used successfully beyond the limits given above, generally for off-plot applications 
at higher pressure or lower relative density (specific gravity). The success of such applications depends on the 
margin between design pressure and rated pressure, the manufacturers experience with similar applications, the 
design and manufacture of the split joint, the user's ability to correctly remake the split joint in the field. The 
purchaser should take these factors into account before specifying an axial split casing for conditions beyond 
these limits.

 For an excellent article by Simon Bradshaw on this subject, follow this link

 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/thngs-api-610-got-wrong-part-5-simon-bradshaw/

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Axially Split Pumps BB1 & BB3
Limitation from API610 on use of axially split pumps
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First the Single stage version
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BB1- B
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BB1- B
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BB1- B
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BB1- B
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Axially Split Multistage Type BB3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multistage Pumps type BB3Back to back impellers, half facing one way, half facing the other(Trace the flow)Back to back impellers balance the thrust so you just have lightly loaded thrust bearingsHere is the joint API610 is worried about



Interstage Bolting ensures gasket 
compression in this area and prevents 
erosion caused by fluid washover.

It means this design is good for SG as low 

as 0.4 and pressures to 180 Bar.

www.ruhrpumpen.com

Axially Split Type BB3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note how our design has interstage bolting to ensure gasket compression in this area and so prevent washover between stages particularly at the centre bushing where Delta P is greatestCLICK Here is an example of washover erosion on a pump which does NOT have interstage bolting We are not unique in having this design. Flowserve does it similarly and I recall from my days with Flowserve pointing out to customers how many pumps we had in Propane & Butane service.
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BB3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Range chart for the smaller, lower head sizes300m3/hr & 700m 50 Hz2000 usgpm & 3000 ft 60 Hz
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BB3BB3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Larger sizes1250m3/hr & 1500m 50 Hz6000 usgpm & 6000ft 60 Hz
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Double Case Pump Type BB5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally for today – Double Case Pumps – BB5Used when you have no other choice!High pressure, Low SG.Comprises an inner case which may be axially split volute type, or more commonly radially split diffuser typeImpellers may be in-line or (as shown here) back to back(Trace the flow path)
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Double Case Pump Type BB5
Pull-out Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usually built as a cartridge pull-out designPull out the inners case and carry it off to the workshop for disassembly.
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BB5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the range chart1100m3/hr & 2778m6000gpm & 13000ft
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Specialist for Pumping Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That is where I am leaving this session for todayPause SharingWe have covered the main range of pumps used in the Oil and Gas industriesI have not tried to cover Chemicals, Water, General Industrial or Fire. There is a limit to the useful information I can impart in a 30 minute session. I apologise that there were an awful lot of detail slides here.As I said at the beginning I don’t expect you to take them all in. I am not going to hold a pop quiz!I would suggest you print the curves off, laminate them and put them in your top drawer for easy access for the next time you are speccing or selecting a pump.Resume Share
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Coming Attractions 

“NPSH Made Simple (or simpler anyway!)”
Thur 1st July – 08.00 (UK BST) (Eastern Hemisphere) & 17.00 (UK BST) (Western Hemisphere)

Aimed at Process and Mechanical Engineers and Consultant Engineers specifying pumping equipment as well as 
Applications & Sales Engineers selecting and quoting them. Develop an understanding of the fundamentals and practical 
aspects of NPSH – probably the most difficult  and misunderstood concept in pumping

Will cover such topics as Cavitation damage, Suction Specific Speed and the “11,000 limitation”, understanding the  
NPSH Curve

There will be a break in these Short Courses during the summer holiday period of July and August. 
We will recommence in September.
Future subjects in preparation include:
 Double Case Pumps (Barrel Pumps – BB5)
 Mechanical Seals & Systems
 Fire Pump Systems & Packages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st July – that’s 2 weeks todayAgain two sessions, one for the Easten Hemisphere and one for the Western Hemisphere.The invitation will be published very soon. Put it in your diary We will take a break from these Short Courses during the holiday period of July and August and will resume in September.I have several topics in mind already and will be adding to them in the coming weeks. Stop sharingStop sharing I am leaving this meeting open for a little while to allow you to post in the Q&A box and I will endeavour to answer those that only need a short answer here and now. Those that need a fuller answer will be answered within a few days.Anything you think of later – email to info@ruhrpumpen.comOur marketing team are standing by to direct your questions or suggestions to the best person to answer them and they will be sending you the You Tube recording and PDF of the Presentation & the NPSH / Nss calculatorIf you need a Certificate of Completion for this Short Course – again info@ruhrpumpen.com Now – on with the Q&A  Thank-you again for attending today. I enjoyed preparing and presenting it. I hope you found it useful. See you on the 1st July  (that’s 2 weeks today) for the next Short Course
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OVERHUNG PUMPS
CATEGORY RP MODEL DESIGN STANDARD

Sealless Magnetic 
Drive Pumps

CRP-M / CRP-M-CC ISO 2858 & 15783 
HI design (OH11)

SCE-M API 685

Foot Mounted 
OH1 and General 

End Suction
Pumps

IPP HI design (OH1)

CPP / CPP-L HI design (OH1)
ANSI B73.1

CPO / CPO-L HI design (OH1)
ANSI B73.1

CRP HI design (OH1)
ISO 2858 & 5199

GSD HI design (OH0)

SHD / ESK / SK / SKO 
SKV / ST / STV HI design (OH1)

SWP HI design (OH3A)

Centerline 
Mounted SCE API 610 (OH2)

Vertical In-Line 
Pumps

SPI API 610 (OH3)

IVP / IVP-CC HI design (OH4 / OH5)

IIL HI design (OH5) 
Dimensionally compliant with ANSI B73.2

SPN API 610 (OH5)
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BETWEEN BEARING PUMPS
CATEGORY RP MODEL DESIGN 

STANDARD

1 and 2 stage

Axially split

HSC / HSD / HSL
HSR / ZW HI design (BB1)

HSM HI design (BB3)

ZM / ZMS
ZLM / ZME API design (BB1)

Radially split
HVN / J API design (BB2)

RON / RON-D API design (BB2)

Multi-stage

Axially split
SM / SM-I API design (BB3)

JTN API design (BB3)

Radially split 
single casing GP API design (BB4)

Radially split
double casing A LINE API design (BB5)
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VERTICAL PUMPS
CATEGORY RP MODEL DESIGN 

STANDARD

Single
casing

Diffuser

VTP HI & API 610 (VS1)

VCT HI & API 610 (VS1)

HQ HI & API 610 (VS1)

VLT HI & API 610 (VS1)

Volute DSV / DX HI & API 610 (VS2)

Discharge through
column – Axial flow VAF HI & API 610 (VS3)

Separate discharge line VSP / VSP-Chem HI & API 610 (VS4)

Double
casing

Diffuser VLT / VMT HI & API 610 (VS6)

Volute DSV / DX HI & API 610 (VS7)

Submersible pumps
SMF HI design (OH8A)

VLT-Sub / VTP-Sub HI design (VS0)
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SPECIAL SERVICE PUMPS
CATEGORY RP MODEL DESIGN 

STANDARD

Pitot tube pumps COMBITUBE HI design

Reciprocating pumps RDP API 674
ISO 13710

Vertical turbine 
generator VTG HI design (VS6)

Barge LS BARGE HI design

Floating dock pumps
ZVZ HI design

LVZ HI design

Cryogenic pumps

SVNV -

VTG Cryogenic -

VLT Cryogenic
VLTV -

Pre-packaged fire
pump systems

Fire systems incorporate pumps, 
drivers, control systems and 
pipework in a single container. 
They can be skid mounted, with
or without enclosure and 
supplied with electric motor or
diesel engine.

NFPA-20-850
UL and FM approved
components
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